








                  Autonomy, AI & Innovation

               Critical to the ocean economy is 
          the sustainability and productivity of 
the oceans which requires smarter 
monitoring, modelling and data-driven 
management.

PML scientists, modellers and technologists 
operate at the forefront of marine 
technology development, utilising our 
expertise in autonomy, AI and digital 
science to improve the management, 
sustainability and governance of marine 
and coastal environments. 

We are advancing the capability of marine 
observing systems to provide radically 
improved measurements of the key 
environmental variables that are crucial for 
understanding and responding to our 
changing climate. 

Through the development and adoption of 
new technologies, automation and citizen 
science we are also lowering the cost of 
environmental observation.

Our activities include: 

● Leading the UK National Centre for 
 Coastal Autonomy (NCCA) - the UK’s 
 first autonomous coastal observing 
 system, operating a state-of-the-art 
 fleet with surface autonomous
 vessels, sub-surface coastal 
 platforms, and advanced scientific 
 buoys.

● Leading ‘Smart Sound Plymouth’–
 the UK's premier proving area for 
 designing, testing and developing 
 cutting edge products and services for 
 the marine sector.

● Chairing the Future Autonomous at 
 Sea Technologies (FAST) cluster - the 
 largest marine autonomy cluster in
 the UK.

● Radically improving the monitoring 
 and analysis of plankton through the 
 development and application of 
 state-of-the-art equipment and 
 processes using AI capabilities.

● Developing environmental ‘digital 
 twins’, making ecosystem modelling 
 capabilities more accessible for specific 
 purposes such as within aquaculture, 
 blue carbon initiatives and coastal 
 development.

● Training machine learning models to 
 automatically detect invasive 
 species, such as Pacific oysters in
 UK waters.

● Developing low-cost citizen science 
 sensors for water quality 
 monitoring.

PML is home to the UK NERC Earth 
Observation Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Service (NEODAAS) and the MAGEO 
supercomputer (MAssive GPU cluster for 
     Earth Observation), applying AI and data 
            science to Earth observation data.  

                  Renewable Energy & 
                 Offshore Structures

          The provision of clean energy is vital    
    for sustaining prosperity whilst achieving 
net zero carbon emissions and avoiding 
catastrophic climate change. Globally, there 
is a huge development of renewable 
energy infrastructure, however this is 
leading to concerns about its cumulative 
impact on the ocean. 

PML is investigating new approaches to 
monitor marine life and assess the 
socio-economic impacts of renewable 

energy schemes and other offshore 
structures. We are applying our scientific 
expertise to understand the impacts of 
offshore energy production, maximise the 
sustainability of operations, and develop 
appropriate monitoring strategies.

Our work includes: 

● Creating a better understanding of 
 the individual and cumulative 
 effects of installations using 
 advanced monitoring and modelling 
 systems.

● Supporting evidence-based policy 
 and marine management through 
 interdisciplinary research exploring the 
 consequences of offshore wind 
 development on marine environments, 
 marine wildlife, and wider ecosystems, 
 and by creating decision-support tools.

● Quantifying the benefits and 
 trade-offs of infrastructure projects, 
 including with regards to biodiversity 
 and ecosystem services.

● Examining how the benefits of 
 offshore wind farms could be 
 maximised through co-location with 
 commercial and recreational fishing 
 activities.

● Determining monetary values for 
 the effects of these technologies on 
 habitats, species and the seascape. 

● Improving strategies for 
 decommissioning structures, 
 informing decision-makers and 
 stakeholders.

● Examining public and industry 
 perceptions, the role of small-scale and 
 community-led initiatives, and the 
 implications of offshore development 
 for regional economies.
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